An order book is a list, typically electronic, of buy (bid) and sell (offer) orders, including the number of shares to be bought or sold. The order book is organized by price level. This helps keep track of the level of interest for a tradable instrument and shows the market depth. The order book helps traders become more informed about the trades they make by allowing them to analyze current buy and sell activity. Order book — An order book is a businesses list of open, unshipped, customer orders, normally time phased and valued at actual individual order prices, that may include margin and profitability analysis. The term may also refer to the order book utilized in... Wikipedia. Order Book Official — A trading floor participant responsible for maintaining a list of public market or limit orders of a specific option class using the market marker system of executing orders. We provide the book series in order by author(ie: Lee Child), and then in order of the character or series(ie: Jack Reacher) Where applicable, we provide you with both the publication order of the books written, as well as the chronological order of the books. Of course - there are a lot of authors and a lot of books out there so this isn't going to happen overnight! We have over 18,000 listings total on here of authors and book series in order and on average we are adding 300-500 per month. Order of Horst Christian Books. Posted: 17 hours ago. Horst Christian is the author of the Journey to America series and the Growing Up Under the Third Reich series. (more...) 0. Read More. Order of Holly Throsby Books. Posted: 1 day ago. Holly Throsby is an Australian author of contemporary fiction and mystery novels. Important Note: Clicking any links beside the book lists will lead you to Amazon for more details or to purchase the book. As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. Navigation. The Order Book visualizes the double auction mechanism that allows buyers and sellers submit bids and asks simultaneously. Most financial markets use double auction mechanism. It is not my intention to reinvent the wheel! There are hundreds of videos and presentations about Order Book, its understanding and usage in the web. My intention is to point you to some interesting aspects of an order book like, importance of Volume, Price and Time (read James Dalton). Support and Resistance by Absorption.